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SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydernagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test - 1-2017-2018
Max. Marks: 25
Max Grade: Al
Time: 1112 hour

Class: IV
Subject: English
Date: 21107/2017
Le- 1- A birthday Party
Objectives:
• To check the learner's attention and comprehension.
• To prepare the learner to read the questions independently.
• To check the general understanding of grammar, concepts and effective use of
language.
• To teach time management.
Assessment criteria:
Section-B
• Grammatically correct sentences without any spelling errors carries full marks.
• 10 spelling errors and punctuation errors 1 mark will be deducted.
• Neat presentation will be awarded Yz mark.
Section-C
• For eight spelling errors one mark will be deducted.
• For depicting correct value full marks will be awarded.
• Sentence structure and spelling errors 'l4 mark will be deducted from each answer.
INSTRUCTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

Read every question carefully.
Write only answers in your book.
Copy the correct question numbers.
Write neatly leaving finger space.
Check your paper before submitting.

Section-B (Writing and Grammar - I5m)
I. Observe the picture given below. Describe what you see in five or six sentences. Srn
(Analysis)

11. Answer the questions based on Basics: (Knowledge)
(a) From the given sentence identify the descenders and tunnel letters.
They decided to visit the home at five '0' clock in the evening.

lm

Descenders letters- ------Tunnel letters-

--------------

(b) Identify the vowels in the following words and circle them. (Knowledge)
1. flowers

lm

2. Animals

Ill.Match the proper nouns with the common nouns. (Analysis)
Proper noun

2m

Common noun

1. The Ganga

story book

2. Diwali

month

3. January

rrver

4. The Arabian Nights

festival

IV. Fill in the blanks with suitable collective nouns given in the box:

I pack

, flock,

bunch,

1. a

grapes

2. a

ships

3. a

wolves

4. a -----

v. Unscramble

(Analysis)

fleet

birds

the letters to get the qualities we admire:

1. She is gentle and caring.

2.very/it/pleasant/today/is

1x2= 2m

(sthoney)

the jumbled sentences: (Synthesis)

1.colours/rainbowlhas/the/seven

(Synthesis)

(knidssen) .

2. He never lies. ______
VI. Rearrange

YJ x 4=2m

.

2m

Section-C (Literature-lO
marks)
VU. Read the extract and answer the questions: (Comprehension)

2m

1.Would you wait till I get her?
QI. Who spoke the above words? Why?
VIII. Answer the following questions:

(Comprehension)

3x2= 6m

Q 1. How many children lived in the special home for children?
Q2. What food did Devki's mother take for the children? Why?
Q3. What did Devki say when Mona was about to cut the cake?
IX. Value based questions:

2m

(Evaluation)

Why do you think our birthday is so important to us? Think of things you can do to make
others happy on their birthday-especially

those who do not have any family or friends.

Bonus question
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation. It is to tes~the logical thinking skills of the students.
What begins with 'T' ends with 'T' and has 'T' in it?
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*Read all questions carefully and answer them.
*Attempt all questionsand maintain neatness throughout
the paper.
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* To check independent reading and understanding ability.
*To test the understanding of text and ability to express in
words.

Assessment Criteria:

*Each correct answer carries 1 mark.
*Grammatically correct sentences without any spelling
errors carries full marks.
"Spelling errors and punctuation errors X mark will be deducted.
*For depicting correct value - full marks.
*4 spelling mistakes Y2 mark will be deducted.
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(Bonus question is not for evaluation,lt is only meant to test the logical skill of the student.)
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SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydemagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test - 1-2017-2018
Class: IV
Max. Marks: 25
Subject: Mathematics
Max Grade: Al
Date: 21107/2017
Time: IttfJ-our
Ch:l- Numbers
Objectives:
• To assess numerical skills.
• To evaluate analytical abilities and problem solving skills of the children.
Assessment criteria:
• Copying incorrect data- No marks
• Full marks will be awarded for the correct answer with appropriate steps.
Instructions:
•
•

Copy the data carefully.
Read the problems twice before solving.

•
•
•

Do the rough work in the rough column only.
Present your solutions neatly.
Draw a line after every solution.

I.Solve the following: .

l x l= Im

(1) Represent '54,203' on abacus. (Applying)
11. Solve the following:
(2) Express-35,400in any 2-differel1fway-s4UnderstandingUHQTS)
(3) Choose the Hindu-Arabic numeral for the given Roman numeral. (Evaluating)
.~"-,/,"-->~-'"
..•.•
-~
y
\..,
(a) IX
(b) XI
25
11
"~

2x2=4m

J

/'

t

(c) XV

,

r"
\

(d) XXV

~~.

,

9
'",-""'"

15
_-y_

-\.

I

-, ~/

j-

'.#

,._.,.,.-.."'d"/

I··-··--·~

Ill. Solve the following:

4 x 3 = 12m

(4) Round off the following numbers to the nearest 10's. (Understanding)

. ;e~
~6~~)83~):Jj
~:-""

.~

(5) Compare the given numbers. (Understanding)
(a) 75,836
(c) 5,76,324

C=--J 75,936

(b) 1,00,100

5,76,342

r--~l
.1,00,00 1

I
i....•........•....•
""'"'
__

J

(6) Identify the given numbers as Indian system or International system and write their
number name. (Remembering)

(a) 5,76,542

(b) 759,004

(c) 92,35,700

(7) Fill in the blanks. (Remembering)
(a) 3 x 5 = __

(b)7x6=

__

(c) Ox7=

(d)2x9=

(e)8x4=

__

(f) 10x8=_

__

__

IV. Solve the following:

2x4

=

8m

(8) Write the largest number and smallest number using the given digits and find their
sum. (Applying)
4 7 3 0 5

(9) (a) Arrange the given numbers in ascending
and descending order. (Analyzing)
(b) Write the place value of the underlined digits.

5~,726
58,.226

Bonus question
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation. It is to test the logical thinking skills of the students.

Vinod had 85 marbles in a jar. He had another jar which was empty.

He took 15 marbles from the jar and put them into the empty jar. How many marbles does he
have totally in both the jars?

()CC-)(.)

X":"\-'<'u

'1:1:56

(a) 70

(b) 85

(c) 100

(d) We can say only after counting.

SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydemagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test-I -2017-2018
Class: IV
Max. Marks: 25
Subject: Science
Max Grade: Al
Time: 1 Yz hour
Date: 18/07/2017
Le-Food- Our basic need
OBJECTIVES:
• To check whether the learners can understand and recall the textual material with ease.
• Is able to apply relevant knowledge, tabulate facts and comprehend diagrams.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:
• One mark will be deducted for every eight spelling errors.
• Correct response with complete answer - full marks will be allotted.
• Correct response with incomplete answer - half of the allotted marks will be deducted.
• Unanswered question! incorrect answer - No marks.
Instructions:
• Read the questions thoroughly.
• Draw a line after each answer.
• Check your answers carefully before submission.
SECTION -I
I.Answer the following questions:
I.Study the following food pyramid and answer the given questions.

2 x 5 = lOm

(Understanding)

a) What are the food groups in A, B, C, D called?

2 Marks

b) Which group on the food pyramid should you eat the least and why?

2 Marks

c) Which food group is made up of plants and is a major source of vitamins ?

1mark

'.

2lh marks (Understanding)

2. a) Explain the reason why do we need roughage and water.

b) What food item should the people who fall sick very often eat more? Why?
2lh marks
(Applying)
SECTION -11
II.Answer the following questions:

3x3=9m

3.List out three methods of preservation with one example.

(Remembering)

4. Children need more proteins than adults in their diet, why?

(Applying)

5. Rahul does not eat his lunch in school. He buys snacks from the canteen. He throws his
lunch into the dustbin before he goes home.
(Analysing)
[a] Is this the right thing to do ?
[b] What would you tell Rahul?
SECTION - III
III.Answer the following questions:

3x 2

=

6marks

6. Name the preservatives that prevent food from getting spoilt in the process of pickling.
(Applying)
7.Milk is said to be a complete food. Explain the reason.
(Understanding)
8. Sonu takes the following food items every day. Write which nutrients she takes more and
which she is not.
(Evaluating)
"

'[l\t;)f?!Yl
Gi

~_

'W'"

'v

,'l; -(;:0"'-!
~~

Bonus Question:
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation. It is to test the logical thinking skills of the students.

Which of these contains air in it ?

'r--=-"l----~~~~~~~T---~---I
l

. _L~
Balloon
a)
b)
c)
d)

L

ld__l

Bicycle tube Empty bottle

---Ink filler

Only the balloon
Only the 'balloon' and the 'bicycle tube'
Only the 'balloon' the 'bicycle tube' and the 'empty bottle'
All of them i.e, the balloon, the bicycle tube, the ink filler and the empty bottle.

SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydemagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test - I 2017-2018
Class: IV
Max. Marks: 25
Subject: Social Science
Max Grade: Al
Date: 19/07/2017
Time: 1 Y2 hour
Le-I- Globes and maps.
OBJECTIVES:
• To check the ability of grasping the concepts, recalling the defmitions and reasoning
textual material.
• To assess the understanding and application of knowledge in tabulating facts and map
skills.
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:
• 1 Mark will be deducted for 8 spelling errors.
• If answer is incomplete - Y2 mark will be deducted
• Map - full marks for location and identification.
INSTRUCTIONS:
• Read the questions carefully before answering.
• Present the paper neatly and draw a line after each answer.
#

I. Answer the following questions.
1. Mohan came across this symbol

rr-=-=

3xl=3m
while travelling by car. What does it mean ?
(Applying)

2. a) Design any 2 symbols for your classroom safety.(Creating)
b) What will happen if a map does not have a legend or key?(HOTS)
3. Solve the cross word puzzle. (Applying)
ACROSS
1

3. The person who makes maps
4. The other name for legend
DOWN
1. Spherical representation of the earth
2. Drawing of the earth's surface on a flat
surface
3. A device used to find directions.

II.Answer

G
2

M

3
C
4
K

the following questions.

I.Explain the three basic categories of map. (Understanding)

2x5=10m

2. Label the elements of a map.(Remembering)

B

_--.JL

India Political Map

t

~f-----"

..

A

~~~~~~----~------~
C
J

Capital

I

L--_--J

D
Ill. Answer the following questions.

3x3=9m

I.Use the grid map of Washington to answer the questions(Applying)
A

B

c

D

E

I

White House

2

Kennedy Centre

Museum of
American history

3

Lincoln memorial
Arlington
memorial bridge

Reflecting pool

The Ellipse

a) Which landmark is in B3 ? ------b) In which grid is the Kennedy centre?
_
c) Which avenue runs from B2 to D2 ?
_
d) In which grid is the white house -'-7
_
e) Name the water body you see in A3
_
f) Where do you see the cardinal directions and intermediate directions?

_

2.Differentiate between a map and a globe.(Analysis)
3."ls a map more convenient than globe". Justify the statement.(Evaluation)
IV. Locate the following neighbouring countries and sea on the Political map of India.
(Remembering) (6 x Y2 = 3m)
a) Pakistan
b) Bhutan
c) China
d) Srilanka
e) Myanmar
f) Arabian sea and Bay of Bengal
Bonus question:
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation. It is to test the logical thinking skills of the students.

-

International Yoga Day was celebrated on 21 st June 2017. Identify the symbol from the
following.

..d/
<s> ".

;b
,

(a)

(b)

(c)

.

.

:.'

..

':'.'

(d)

-

.
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